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Ouestion One fA)(10 Marks):Choose the right answer fOr the fO110wing:

1-In case ofpipe f10w,thc f10w takes place frorn highcr

(a) elevation to lower elevation (b) velocity to lowei pressure
(c) pressure to lower pressure (d) energy to lower.n..gy

2- The fluid property which matters for fall-in rain drops to acquire spherical shape is it's a
(a) pressure (b) height ofdescend (c) viscosity 1d; surface tension

3- The centre of pressure for a vertical surface is always.
(a) above the c.G. of the area (b) below the c.G. of the area
(C)atthe c.G.ofthe arca (d) none ofthe above

4… Separation ofbOundary layer occurs whcn

(a):: 〕>ο    (b):う =ο    (c):子  <ο

5- Dimensions of the kinematic viscosity (v) in MLT system is..
(a) M L-r T-r (b) L2 T-' (c) M L-,T-, (d) Hair-'---'

ouestion one (B) (10 Marks): For the system shown in
the figure, air is flowing for which (p:101 kpa and T:5 oc)

and mercury is in the manometer:

1.Show that: 7=

2. Calculare the velocity (V) for (Ah:200 mm).

(d)ρ =ο
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Ouestion Two (AX10 Marks): A dam spillway is to be tested by using Froude scalingwith a one-thirtieth-scale model (l/30). The rnodel flow has an average velocity of (0.6
m/s) and a volume flow of 0.05 m'/s. what will the velocity and flow of the prototype be?If the measured force on a certain part of the model is ( I .5 N;, *hut will the correspondingforce on the prototype be?

Question Two (B X10 Marks): Using Re-criterion for sin-rilitude between rnodel andprototype; show that:



Question Three (A) (10 Marks): The open tank in the

figure contains water at 20"C. For incompressible flow,
(a) derive an analytic expression for dhldt in terms of
(Ql, Q2, Q3). (b) If (h) is constant, detennine (V2) tbr

the given data if (V1 :3 m/s) and (Q3 :0.01 rn3/s).

Ouestion Three (B) (10 Marks): A vertical concentric
annulus, with outer radius (ro ) and inner radius (ri), is
lowered into fluid of surface tension (Y) and contact

angle (O< 90"). Derive an expression for the capillary
rise (h) in the annular gap, if the gap is very narrow.

→

D1:5cm

Q3=001n13/s

(2)

→

D2=1cm
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Question Four (A) (10 Marks): A block of wood (SG
:0.6) floats in fluid X as shown in Figure such that

7 5o/o of its volume is submerged in fluid X. Estimate

the gage pressure of the air in the tank.

Ouestion Four (B) (10 Marks): Gate ABC in figure

shown has a fixed hinge at B and is (2 m) wide into the

paper. If the water level is high enough, the gate will
open. Compute the depth ft) for which this happens.

Ouestion Five (20 Marks): Two coaxial cylinders (10

cm) and (9.15 cm) in diameter and (2.5 cm) high have

both their ends open and have a viscous liquid filled in
between. A torque of (1.2 N.m) is produced on the

inner cylinder when the outer one rotates at 90 rpm.

Determine the coefficient of viscosity of the liquid
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Question Six (20 Marks): SAE

flows in the (3cm) diameter PiPe i

slopes at (37'). For the Pressur(
shown, determine (a) whether thr

down and (b) the flow rate in m'lh.
Take:

- For (SAE 30 oil), take P 
: I

: 0.29 kg/m.s.
- For laminar flow in circular

L28xtrx,
''f- trxpxg

「
.=:夕011

〕91 kg/1n3and

30 oil at 20"C
n Figure, which
) measurements
r flow is up or
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